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f.)' • ~ An imeatigation into chip breaker des~ns which will result in th• 
proper chip control is presented in this thesis • The investigation or 
the pram:i se that chip breakers placed roughly normal to the di'rection of 
. .. 
· chip flow would ha:ve the great.est likelihood ot breaking the chip, was ( 
simplified by the use of chip flolJ qle equations. After the acclll'acy 
ot these equations was verified, it was possible to construct the chip .. 
breaker face at a ninety degree angle to the chip flow direction. 
For the work materia1 and cutting conditions il;rve$t~ated, it was 
shown that chip breakers designed for a given set or conditions wo1Jld 
,, 
.-· . . 
.., 
- . 
. etrectively control chip flow. It was also noted that a · 11near 
relationship existed betiieen the chip flow angle and the chip breaker 
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.. width tor each material over the range of cutting conditions studied. 
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Exper:lmentation determined that it was possible---to use a eSingle 
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conclusive 1n detecting·azv- discernible cause~ ettect relationship. 
An additional conclusion ot the thesis is tha~.bver the ~e ot 
. ft __ 
.~utting conditions investigated, a constant bena radius will not 
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Metal machining is a lmgh and continually expand~ industry. 
,. 
Within this industry ·the production of chips can be emphasized by the 
expenditure on an armual·ba.sis of one hundred billion doJlars to remve 
annually fifteen million tons of metal in the form- of chips (16). ·The 
production problems associated with removing fifteen million tons of 
metal chips per year are enormous. One specific current problem area 
related to chip production is the 'effective control and breaking of the 
chip. 
The experiJDentation doc1unented within this thesis is an 
investigation of a systematic approach to proper chip breaker design. 
It 1.s the purpose of this thesis to develop a chip breaker design, 
unique to specific cutting conditions, which will result in the 
effective control and breaking ot metal chips. 
--------~--- ------ --- -- ·- ·-,-··-·--··~--·--·---·-·-·"' 
_ .. ,-~-· Det4fiti.oq of Chip Breaker - - -.-~---- • .. -~---- a•·• ------- ----·-· :,::i 
A chip brsake~ is an·obs~ruction placed in the path of the chip for 
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Where: a= shear plane angle 
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The figure depicts the advance of the teol through the workpiece.----ls the 
tool pVlams against the workpiece, the material direetl;r in front or the 
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5 
either mthod, it does so along a plare or she~r. This shear pl&M is 
not a well defined plane, but rather a zore of shear. The smar zone has · 
. a l~1er bound i;rhere the elongation or the grain structure begins, and an 
/ upper bound where the elongation is complete and the chip is f ornsd_. 
•~'.l Three distinct chip f orma.tions are possible when material is ' -,, . 
detormed along the shear plane • Type · 1 is the discontinuous chip. This 
type or chip is f orDBd when "the maximum normal stress of the material 
reaches its · tensile cohesive strength before its ma.xi.mum shearing stress ~ 
· reaches its shear cohesive sti-ength" (17). As schematically shown in 
Figura 2A, the material.ahead or the tool begins to deform along the 
" 
shear~plane and mva upward on the face or the tool. In.Figure 2B, the 
chip has.developed a crack due to the material reacbjng !ts tensile 
cohesive st~ength. The crack continues its propogat:ton until fracture 
• t occurs 8-M a discontinuous chip is formed (Figure 2C). ~ 
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Type :, is also . a continuous oh1p, however,. when high pressm'9a . 
V . 
'. 
and high · temperatures are involved, fraglEnts of the chip adhere to the 
. . 
no~~e of the cu·t.ting toolo As more and more fragmsnts are rt1alded to the 
tool a built-up-edge results. The chip must nc;,w flow -over the built-
• 
up-edge and the tool race becomas an obstruction in the chip fl.al path 
\ . 
(Figure 2E) 0 When the chip strikes the tool 9 it is 'bsnt ar/Jay from tm 
tool face. The resultant chip is an infin:lte helical spiral. 
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The mechanics of chip tormation have been well doc,mented· within 
'1, • 
the metal cutting, industry. The classification or chips, the phenomena 
of deformation along the shear plane, even the downward concave shape 
o! the shear zone itself' have all been investigatedo A question that, 
r 
bas ha~ little light shed on ~t and that is important to the development 
ot proper chip breaker design is, why .a chip after passing through the 
shear zone will travel along the tool face for a given distance before 
it c~ls off into space. It ~ a widecy held be~f that the curl is 
f/1,". .. 
. p ' 
born in the chip when the material is deformed along the shear plane. 




jshear plane thus impar~ing a· varing instantaneous velocity to the chip 
.. 
. (Figure 3). The resulting chip will be longer on the side in contact 
' 
with the tool :race than the outer chip side, thereby f~cing the chip 
to curl orr into space (5). 
. ... 
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A less p~ular 'Viw (.5) ~tes that since the chip adheres to the 
tool face after passing through the shear zone and begins to curl at 
some point along the tool :raee, the .chip must experience a sudden drop 
in pressure and a concentrated single force at the ultimate contact 
point o Both the pressure drop and, the single force mq be ~plied by 
an irregularity on the surface of the tool. 
Acceptance of the latter explanation of chip curl makes chip 
breaker des~n unique to each cutting application. The distance which 
the chip. break~r is placed from tbs shear zone area would be meaningless 
since any irregularity in the tool face would cause the chip to assume 
--·- - -- a natural curl, thereby promoting the poss,ibility or the chip never 
making contact with the breaker. Ir, h®1ever, the former explanation 
is accepted, o~ the conditions attecting the rate of deformation would 




: \ a fixed point ·rrom the shea:r zoneo The d@sign of chip breakers is ' 
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variable dependent on fixed outting conditions. The more popular 
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which· traveled over the tool at. a speed roag~ one-ha1f to o 
... 
· the actual cutting speed (.5) o The lm-a- chip flot·Y sp3ad produces·"_~ high 
. pressure, low temperature cutting situation which in tm-n proJes a 
brittle chip that bends itsell' to tmsophisticated nsans ot control. · 
The phenomena of built-up-edge, previous~v discrnssed 9 comes into pla..v 
at low cutting speeds and helps impart a natural curl to the chip. The 
combi.nation or high pressure, low temperature, am built-up-edge tem to 
··· ·produce a segnented, brittle ohipo Such a chip is often easily 
~~ .. , .• . 
controlled, ml in most cases, the operator bas ample time to gu1de the 
chip away from the cutting area. 
~ The adv~nt of ·high-powered ·sopb~ sticated macJrlne tools brought about I ... -. . (1 .. , 
. " . . 
revolutionary developnents in the cutting tool material industry. With 
high speed macb.ine tool.s ava.ilable 9 the search was on for tool materials 
that wo11Jd operate at high speeds tor prolonged periods of time. The 
development ot cutting tools made ot cast alloys, sintered carbides, and 
ceramics have ~sn the reSlllts of this search. 
The problem associated with effective chip control has_become more 
aeute wi..~~. ~~- ~P.P.!!~~t,;Q~_ f# tb~- new Eg:Qt~. _ tool. _Q_Jit~ ~t.tml_~. _ · 
,.,l ... ,_ - ,. . 
. - - - ----




J fl.ow speed which is at or near the euttfiijf-·speed. At high- cutting speeds-;----·-=-·----·- · 
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flexible and chip col!trol is di fficuit. The operator_ ~e :little time -
"'. ~ .. ': 
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to guide the chip away :trom t.be tool-workpiece area. As previous~ . 
noted, this chip often becomes entangled around the tool or irorkpiece 
. producing a hazardous cutting situation. The tough, stringy chip 
fiowi.ng out of control forces the operator to interrupt the. cutting 
cycle to di.spose of the chip, 8M the surface finish of the machined i-~· 
. 
" 
material is often ruined through contact with the snarled chip before 
i . · the operator can remove the chipo These situat:t9ns exemplify the loss 
ot economy associat.ed with a chip flow which is out of control, ani 
points out the need for proper chip breaking technique. 
Chip breaking is not an inf ant in the metal cutting industey, bit 
. bas· been in existence tor over twenty-five years. The earli®st form 
of chip breakers were ground in &teps on solid one-piece type steel 
cutting tools (Figure 4A). Although little infor~tion was availab1e 
as to what d1rection the chip would flow given the complete cutting 
condition and tool geometry, the flexibility allmed by griming the 
breakers . into the tool resulted, after a. ~t or miss searching 
te.9hnique, in a chip breaker tbat would contt-ol chip flow. 
-' 
-- ------ ------~ 
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·' 
_-.·-·.:.,: _ _:._ 
--------The continuation in the practiee er · gr_ind~ chip breaker~ -~o · · · ·= - _-·---_" ---_---·---~~:=~~~ 
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~erimentatio'llt'-nally led to the developnent of a mechanically 
. clamped ohip_l:>r~~r !ldc!i, __ ~~--p~~~---~1 to the cutting ·edge and ---~--~ ---- - --~· ---· ---~ 
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u:Lernal to the cutting.tool (Figure 4B). Th:5a torm ot chip breaker 
~. 
required no diamond wheel grinding, ~o waste or expensive cutt~ tool 
material, and offered more f1enbi·lity to cha.ng®s in cutting conditions 
as now the clamp could be adjusted with a set screw to . accommodate · 
• ···a various cutting conditions. Disadvantages such as the possibility'·ot· 
the breaker shifting position under the heavy pressu.res exerted by the 
chip, and the possibility of ~e chip becoming trapped between the 
breaker and the tool face when the breaker · is not sol idl1' clamped are 
·,,navoidable 'tdth mechanical clam_p chip breakers. Also, tool holder 
design was complicated ani, therefore, expensive. 
Fu'rther developmnts produced a groove type chip breaker which 
could be molded into the more sophisticated cutting tool ~ter:lals 
. 
(Figure 4C) • These grooves were also molded parallel to the cutting 
edge and resulted in a 1es~---~omplicated tool hold.er designs allowing 
tor quicker changing or itnexing 'of the inserts. The molded groove 
.. 
' 
insert is the current stage of develOI)ment. in chip breaking technology~ · 
,.· ~-,-.- - .. , 
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···~ '· "1; 
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Qz:Qss-Section View at Varioas Chip Breaker.Forms 
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The most notab1e work.done in -the field of chip breaking over the 
' 
. past ticren~GY years has been attri,bu.ted to the research 4o~e by" 
Henriksen (2,3,4). It is important to expound on Henriksen's 
accomplishments and shortcomings, since this thesis is an extension ot 
.. 
1mch of his i1ork. 
The major portion ot Henriksen's work involves. research 1n both 
step type chip breakers that are ground into the tace of the tool, am , 
mechanical clamp type chip breakers. A common factor to both types ot , 
cbip breakers is the placement of. the breaker face parallel to \he 
cutting edge ·ot the tool, and the manner in which he dimensions his 
breakers (Figure 5). 
When the chip breaker face parallel to the cutting edge ot the 
tool,· Henriksen eJl.perienced broken cbips.(regular intermittent am 
full turns~. Figwe 6, which h® calla the preterred range ot chips) 
· on~ when teed rates and depths of cut 11ere eombinoo 1n such a 
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_Henriksen, ll~ev~r~ did ~t relate chip breaker pertormance to·tne • ,,.,, .. ,v•,·-~••···-•••«•-~,--•--~--.,---:"'----......- .. <>" ' ' . 
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-noted that with further 1.b!reaai~ in tffdi.the. helical chip· became so 
. . ~ . . - . . . . . 
..\.,, 
-
rigid that it would break when striking the obstruction rather than· 
slide away. Depending on tha extent to whl.ch the feeds are increased, 
~ regular intenn1.ttent 9 full turn, halt turn, or fragmented chips were 
observed (Figure 6). 
·~. 
. .,, ..... 
FIDURE 5 
.-
T t', . Ben,rtksen's .Q.b,tl) Breaker l!;!mepsions I ' 
' B-h . I ,B Breaker Where, 
. l ~ ~ ~' \ I ·· B = Bend Rad~us 
.,,/ h h = Breaker height .. . . . 






2 _ 2 ( )2 B· = w + B-h 
B2 = ;(2- + B2 - ?llB + h2 
2hB - w2 + h2 
B=w'+h·-
. - -
-Hemjksen• s Chip Classificatign. 2h 2 
-·f. - . 
Infinite Heliees · 
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· Feed rate is not the -only tactor influencing chip tlow ~ direction·, -
. ... 
depth of cut is also an important ract~r. Henriksen_choae· a range of 
' ~ 
- -- T...,... . . -----
• 
d81)ths of cut from .10011 to • JOO", with provision tor. adjus•nt ot 
' . 
. · depths of cut as loo 2s 0066°0 or as high as o 7.5ovv o tfuen ~cMning · 
' r 
over this range of .,depths ot cut with a cutting tool having a slllll 
side' cutting edge angl:,e and a small nose radius, the ehip flow may be 
thought @f es"ess€Jnti81ly no~filml to the cutting edg~. The notion ot 
normality in the intersection of chips with breaker taee cannot be 
overe1.phasized, tor 1t is a basic premise of this thesis that an_ 
obstacle placed roughly no~l to th@ chip fleiJ dhection t1Ul have 
. the greatest likelihood of successfully breaking the·· chip. 
While H~sen has led the field in chip breaking exper1-mentation, 
ether,exper1menters have shed se~ light on chip control probl@ms. 
Ostwald 1:)lnd Shamblin (1) developed a dynamic chip-breaking process· · 
-capable of breaking the long continuous-type chip into shorter fragments 
~~ ' 
while the · chips are machined from duct~l<&J ~At~,rials o Thia process 
. . .. ·-·· . . . . - . . . - . - .. -iV. .. . - . - - . - . - . . . .. -- -- --· 
_superimposes an external vibration upon thee tool which causes effective 
.. 
--- . • 11,! 
C 
" 
l . disphcsmsnt of the tool to vary such that chip wi(ith varies. Control . . ·• 
: . . . ... ~:---· . .:_ .-· · Of t.he frequency-or ·toOi Vfbr8tionresu1t-;1rca ~hiP . t~t 1.;· ~;t,--~~: -··- ··--· -·-c -· : 
l ' ' ' . . - . ' .... -. -- - ' 
-- -----···-------_'\-:-.-·, . ,. .. . 
-
~~~~-~=~~--1~~~-~w~~~~ ~-~~; 




:=-~--~-~--~ - ,- - innov~ti@n -«)f e~:p __ break~r des~n to the pin-lock· typs_·_ot------'· ~~---- IBJc......_~-------, 
- .. 
--~·· -~-- - insert. This innovation takes the form of two chip breaker grooves 
. ~ 
.. 
- .... ' 
• 
,, - . ' 
_,__ ~--~--- -- - --
• 
··-.·--··-
. ' ~ 




-, ... . parallel to the cutting edge,. aDi a "d:'nple" type of breaker.located 
at each oorner. Tm c;lesign teat~ is that the parallel groove· nearest·~ : . • - c,..,.. • 
the. edge will break the ehips of lighter feeds, while th:) parallel 
groove furthest from the edge will provide the means to break the 
heavier feeds o · The ''dimple" in the corner is designed to break the ? . 
chips formed in light finishing operations. Wirfelt reports that 
this type ot chip breaker can cover a much wider range or cutting 
-conditions and provide satisfactory chip control. 
Theoretical considera;ttons 
This section will present the mathematical ani.l3"sis required to 
establish the angle at i1hich ~he chip now.a over the tool. 
In a paper written by Colwell (6), the formulation for determ:lDSllt 
. -
I}-
. the angle of chip flow for single-point c~ttih.g tools is presented • 
· The chip flow angle, 4> , is defined by Colwell as the angle between .a 
plane perpendicwar to the direction or teed for a s~de=cutting tool, 
,• 
. and ~ plane through the path or the ctii.p intersectiDg the reterence · · 
plane ift ·a ~e parallel to the putting direction. Figure 7 represents· 
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*~I 
- .. -·-··------- -----· ---·-·-· - ----·-··-··-·----
... ' ....... _.----- ________ · ____ f.or the ,chip flow-a-mgle--can--be ·derived~ ·The cross~hatched area·-
... ~· --"7--· ·"<, -.-- .: ·--- •. -. 
' ,.._• 
( 
• _,represents the contact area between the_ Ql;lip and __ the too~ ~~e. 
_______ -~ ~· _________ .. 
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' 
d = Depth.of Cut 
f 
e ~ End Cutting F,dg• Angle 
o = Side Cutting Edge Angle 
f.= Feed Rate 
Feed Direction .{ 
Figure 8 presents the first of three possible cases in tl:te 
-~~-------;-~---------:-· determination of ,the chip flow angle which can occur with the use of 
single point cutting tools. Case l repr..esents the unique situation · 
where the. nose radius ot the tool equals zero. E~tion 2 is used to 
,· 
. •,. 
....... . ... ~ ... - ..... .. - .. . 
·- - - - -·- ... --··-----------·- ~--·· 
-· ,_ - . - . --- ····---- -- -• --·,-- - - ··- ----
-· - -·--·· .. - ..... :__ .. determine . the.· angle, q, •. between a plane normal to the chip now direction ----·-·-· -----.,- --~- -------,._o-----.. -·--' -·-· . ~· 
' . 
__ ,_ ·c_---.•..•. · ... · .... and a Ji-De ~aJ..lEaJ_ to the teed direction. If' a chip breaker is to be . ___ · :· .... 
. . - ·-- . - . ··-·····- --· - - •, -- . .. .. --- -- _-_--_--:~~- .. --~_·:-.~~--~~~~-~-- ---- - __________ ._. -----
. /• 
-----~-
·-,~ ·~· ., 
----------'--
.. --·-···-·······---·-···--·····- .. · .. -·--·-·--·· .. ---······-···- . -- . -
pJacea·normatto"tlii"Cbip·:r~~ti~~' ·.t.b1>· qlis, B ~ mast oo defined. _ ~---- __ -----~ 
·-------------·~-- ·--
- . ------------ --·-·--·-··-· 
\ 
l 
... the tool and the face of the chip breaker. Since Case I depic.ts a 
'"'. 
.• 
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I .,•' 
.... -.. 
sha:rp ~se tool cutting situation, the chip flow angle, Equation 2, 1s 




edge angle, o , and the end cutting edge angle, 8 , but is not dependent 
upon the nose radius. 
I ... ~~. -,, ---- • ~I 
--·--- ----, 
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C&se II shown 1n Figure 9, presents the cutting situation where 
---~------· ... ---· ---- .... _____________ -------·--·- -- . 
the depth ot cut is greater than the nose radius of the tool, and where 
the end cutting edge angle is neglected. Equation 5 1s used to 
deten11'3ne the angle, ~. For Case II this ang;t.e is a function or the 








CASE II, NR < d, 8 NBXlIECTED 
t I 
---·--··- ~-- •. a I ml t I 
2 
FIDURE 9 
Chip Flow Direction: case n--
_, 
_______ -l.l,. ___ ... ----~.-·-·-·------
Where, 
HR= Nose Radi:us 
Eq. 4 a= TAN 8 x (d·- NR) 
Therefore; 
d 
.· .. ·.. ; .. ,_..;.. ____ -·-·-· 
~-








-_ - -- -E • 5 TAN <P = - _ 
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• I 
- ; case m shown in F-igure 10_, =presents -the eutting- situa.tion -where 
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· situation occurs the chip neYer comes in contact with the side cutting 
. 






at=J.....1-~~t--J-...,..- - -, 
I , l· NR 
C.ASE III, NR > d 
I ' I-
I ' t 1· . y I .. ·. 




:.:•:, - Chip FJ.R, Directions Case -III .. -~---·--- ------- - --··"-
·. -1 
Eq. 7./y = SIN 
Therefore, 
!NR - d} 
NR 
-1 
Eq. 8 a = NR COS • SIN 
f) 
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Eqaation .. 9 is used to deterinine the chip flow angle, while. . .~ ,•". 
- -.,-
. Equation 10 is used to determine the qie between the cutting edge ot 
--~ 
the too1 and the face of the chi~ breaker. 
-
The three cases presented 2:re_typieal o£ the_chip i'low situations 
encountered in single point cutting tools. Equations 2, 5, and 9 
determine the chip flow angles tor Cases I, II, and m respective~. 
-- Tg __ EXPERJMENT 
Introduction 
The basic preld se involved in this thesis in regard to proper 
chip breaking design is that the breaker face must be placed rot.1ghly 
perpendicular to the chip flow direction it proper chip breaking is 
to be observed~· Given Colwell' s chip flow angle equations, the 
., ----- . 
experiment reduces. into an empirical search tor the basic chip breaker 
cMmensions (Figm>e 11) 9 whi.ch will produce a properly broken chip • 
The experiment objectives are divided into five steps. stage I 
is the veri!ieation that the chip f'low angle equations result in an 





_____ c_. __ ....•. -~-Jlem!iksen' s premise that a constant bending radius {Figure 5) will --- --- -~ - - ----- ... 
- ' 
. _ result in a uniform type of chip {lo). stage Ill is the search f'ar · ~ 
: ::- . .... . . ~--- - .... -. ---- -- :... ..... . . the: pl'O~ c~p . ~l'.' ~t~ ~ . 'W $1 f ~'lµ'e •. g, ~hcc.~ ... p~e-. ::::::,: : ::: : :::·:::_:::-:::::::~-:::-::=:::::"::"··:· : :: : ·: i 
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i .. ·• 
.,.-.;-1 
---------······-···------ ~ broken chips given the chip flow angle unique to the cutting corxlitions. ,t 
,- ., -----~~--.. -- -· -~ 
- -- -- . ----- - ---
stage DT·is th@ search for one chip breaker design which would produce 
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investigated, but subject to un:tque work •tff:lal require:nents. 
Finally, Stage V is the investigation ot the af'f'ects on tool wear and 
work material surface finish which the chip breaker designs ot stage 
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Chip Breaker Dimension 
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SEI.ECTION QF VAR+AfflJ!i_S 
,it._ 
- Work Ifaterial 
'! 
-
As noted in the section on Mecham.cs of Chip Formation, brittle 
materials will often result in a- discontinuous chip. The search for 
proper work· material ~s, therefore, limited to naterials which would 
' ' 
•( .. . 
not result ·in a discontinµous cb.tp over the range of cutting conditions 
to be investigated. This narrowed the choice to the group of due tile 
materiaJ.s. From this. group, three materials were chosen. They ~e: 
1 • 2024T4 Aluminum 
2. 1020 Steel 
:,. 4145 H Stee1 
The_ohemistry and hardness of work material~ typical of the spec1mems 
actually used is presented in Appendix Al. 
Tools 
One tool material. and three di.tterent ins.arts wee used-. The 
material was: 
'----~-
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-~e elements or tool. geometey affect¢, there d1fferent nose radius 
and there different side cutting edge ,~les were used in stage I to ,., 
~ 
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Terit7 the accuracy of the equat:lons ~ After stage I ot the experimant 
was completed, on:cy- one nose radius and one side cutting edge angle . 
; 
. 
were investigated in detail. J. 
Tpe 'initial geometries used in stage I weres .. 
TN6 - 4Jl -5, -5, 5, .5, 60,(0,15,:30) · J:/fA 
!,P, 
TN4 - 433 -5, -5, 5, 5, 60,(0,15/30) 3/fA , 
' • ~ /I 
. SCT - 1628 -5, -5, 5, 5P - 809 0 ' 1/2 
· Note: The positive (TP6-=433) insert was used on the alundnum as 
-the ductile nature or the work material necessitated a positive rake 
angle. 
. .. 
The geometries needed tor the latter stages · ot the experi.DBnt were: 
TN6 - 433 -5, -5, 5, 5, 60, 0 
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"' The chip breakers used were made of two ditterent materials • 
. -
<;:,, / 
These materials are: 
· SAE Type 01 Alloy Steel 
-·.··--·~ 
" 





J ' •. • 
l . . " , I • 
, 
T•------- ~ --~=-----'· , __ ··----------=c~ Th~-ehemistry ,--bardriess~i am--~heat--~nt--~~t~e-SAE·. ~!:()l. ---·---==:-:==----.• -. :===~ -: 
alloy steel is presented 1n·Appsndix A.2. 
--
-In the initµ.1 st_ages- of the_ ~~nt, ~J;)._ ,h~ _ 10~0 _s~~ --~1ld _ c ..... ----.. ----~,.,: ... :._~, .. c •. , ... ,~~c;; ... ____ ~_: 
-~~~-__a1mninu.m .. materials w~_-3leing---macbined",~the~-oil~--·hard~.~stee~~~~--~=----------·-----~-- ___ • ·~·- -~·· ___ _ 
......-a-::::::~.-=-:-··--=---------··---------------,-----·----------------~-------·~------- - --------------··--------·-- ----- --- -- . ----- ------ ··---------·· ---·-7·- . . ---.,-..-·• 
- - -----
breakers were used. When .the 4145 material ·was machined the resultant 
- - -. -
. ' 
,, 
. I .,. 
. · 1 .. ,.t,. .. · -
--i 
chips were so abrasive that -the-y cut through the steel chip breakers. 















Tld s necessi~ted the change to the tungsten ~arbide chip breakers • 
. · .. After stages I and II of the experiment were colTlpleted, a un1farm 
· · chip breaker was used throughout the remaining stages. As will be 
.discussed later, the chip breaker height vYas fixed at 0030" o The 
cmnplete geometry of the chip breaker prior to the placement or tle 
chip breaker angle, B , was: .030'' high x .75011 wide x .800" -long• 
The chip breakers were held on the tool face by means of a 
mechanical clamp and could be adjusted by a set screw so that the side 
-cutting edge of th~ tool was ~~h with the edge of the chip breaker 
(Figure 11). 
" 
It must be noted that· the use at the set screw am· the mechamoal · · 
clamp were sources of error.in the experiment. The disadvantages 
associated idth mechanically clamped chip breakers, as ;mentioned in 
J 
. . . ' 
h ,$ ' 
the section on Historical Developnent or Efi'ective Chip Breakers, were · 
present. Also,~ since the angle, B , is me~sured from. the side cutting· 
edge or the tool~ it is imperative that this tool edge and the· 
. corresponding edge of the chip breaker lie m the same vertical plane • · 
----:-··-------------Arra' shift in the set screw wo~d result .in the chip breaker moving out 
... 
of this common plane and, thereby, changing the eff'eetive ehip breaker . 
I . - . . 
=:·L ____ -·----------·-· __________ · . __ "--·-·· . width. ---- ---- ... ·---··-- ___ ..... ______ .. 
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Eguiant -· and Instr,unentatign . 
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. ---------------A·- list· of the equipment ;~am·· 1Jlstrmnentat ien~-uea:~m~tne -expe-rilent~=::~=~:::::::.=~-::.~=-··---"'---:_;:_;.-_;;~---~ 
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25 
Deansent Variables Meyured 
. . 
·, . 
The dependent variable which.is ot primary concern 1n this thesis is 
· the type of chip 'frld.ch is produced from a chip breaker of' predetermined 
dimensions. Experiment stages m and IV investigated various chip 
breaker designs .. ~ used the type of' chip which .these .designs produce aa 
···;·:" 
! measure of the chi.p brealoors ef'f'ectiveness. stage I consisted of' a 
visual verification that the chip flow prediction equations i1sre accurate, 
and.the objects of Stages n and V have been previously stated. 
Given a specific work material, a set ot cutting conditions, and 
tool geometry all the necessaey chi.p breaker dimensions can be specified 
except the width, w. The width was varied until an acceptable chip type 
" 
was observed. To be consistent in rating chip breaker performance, a 
set of Possible chip types which could be o~erved had to be specified. 
Chip Classification 
Chips tiere classified into tour broad· categories (Figure 12). · The 
letters, OB, were used to designate an unbroken chip. These chips were 
< -·· Henrikseri (Figure 6) • The letters, 'LB, aere used to designate a lol\g 
'r ' . J- " ~-~-- ::::~~- _ _J;)roken chip. These c~ps were ot.the regular intermittent type~- - ·· ·---.. ----·--.·-·-·"·""~~-,,,~~-~--~------.. 
..=l . . . . . . 
-I described by Henriksen (Figure 6) 9 however, a nominal length of six 
·-··- --· ......... _____ ~-
inches was fixed as the maximum acceptable 1.ength. The long broken 
- ~------------··-···· .. - . . - --------
... 
chip results when theehip 'breaker j_Jr)part,s "! ,~l to the chip and oauses--~-
- ------ ------------··- ·--·•- --·· ·--·-·----------- _, 
. 
- - - · ·- ··- -t-he chip to oscillate bet-ween the work materlal am the tool holder. 
-~--
- --- - - -
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Depending . on the c~p breaker width, w, the chips are broken in a 
,. 
11111.torm length with a high degree of regularity. The letters, OK, 
were used,. to dssign8~te th® full turn and half turn chip tyPes 
designated by Henriksen (Figure 6). And fina~ thEf----.letters, _OC, 
· · were used to designate a chip that was overcrowded. Tm type is re~ 
not a chip at all but a bllild up of cut material between the~workpiece 
and the chip breake--r> race. Such a chip results when the breaker race " 
is placed too close to the nose ot the tool rorcing the chip to become 
trapped between the 'tiorkpiece and the chip ·breaker race·. 
For a chip breaker design to be rated acceptable, the resultant· 
Chip formed bad to be either a long broken, LB, or a .tall or half' 









' The selection of the cutting conditions was very important to the 
overall objectives of this thesis. Since the long stringy type chip 
. r, 
presents the most difticult chip form to control, the cutting conditions . 
were chosen with the idea of producing this particular form of Chip. . . 
It was telt that a fill1shing operation where cutting speeds are hi_~h, 
-
..... . .:~·-· ~ · feed rates are low, and d~~ .of'CUt aN na1=1 ~ctt~~t jJi a tlwl 
. - .- rl . .. .. . ............ - .•. . .. . .... . ............................... , ...... _ ...... ----.. ··-····-. ·-·-j ., - ·-- . 
---~~~---: -~~·==~=--E"~:: *ti~ed~ sil"ingy · ~hip . ··  ··· · ···  · •· · : ..................•............. ~· ... · --····-·-· ... . . .. ····- ... . . ... ..... . ··- .... .. .. .... ..... ..  . .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. .... . . ··-·-·--· .. ---.. ... ... ... . .. 
·- - - . ·- ·-
- - -- -- -~----··· ----· --- -· .-_. ·-····· ····--"'!=:'.:..'...:'..''.'..:.:'_:..:..:._·_:.~·-:::·~ 
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Table I. Experimental Cutting Conditions 
' 
. Stages I, II ,. -stages III, IV 
·Material = 1020 U = 500 stpa Material = 1020., 4145, Al. U = .500 stpm 
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wheres U = cutting speed 
d = depth ~f cut 
t = feed rate (ip~) 
-.. When the in'lestigation of stages llI and IV were performed, it" 
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investigation of factors which might influence chip bre~. The 
primary ct,ncem iYas whether or not ef:teetive chip breakers could be 
~ designed. The qaalitative nature ot the. d.®psndsnt v~ble also 
.• I); • fl 
. ' 
_ rendered classical design of experiment ~echniques impractical. 
The expsrimlent r®du~ed to a searching ·techn~ que outlined by several-
decision rales. The decision rales employed are depicted in the flow 
d:1agrams shown in Figure 13, for both experiment Stages III and IV. 
As the flot~ diaa~am. tor stage Ill shows, the search was dependent 




.. breaker width, w, was increased until either a LB or OK chips were 
' 
' 
observed. It a UB chip was observed 9 the chip breaker width was 
. 
. 
decreased until either a LB or OK chip was observedo In stage IV, 
. 
. another variable, S, was·aaaed to ehip breaker design. This resulted 
in a slight moditication of the decision rules employed in stage m. 
If in stage IV ·a:rter the appropriate changes were made in, tis; the 
' resultant chip changed from an OC ~lass to the UB class or vic~'"veraa, . ~ "' 
than a change in, 6, was made and the exper~nt was repeated. 
' '/'<·. 




4 ,. . 
----· . ·.- • • • ~·. 
. The first step_ in C
O 







ca~~1at$ th•·--:;-appropriate ·chip flow angles ~h ··the-cutting conditioiis" ~~'··:~--~--::"·-·-~~~~=--··. -- --~ 
.. --····-····--·-·--- --------_- ----·-··-. -···:;;-··:.:·-. ---
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FmURE lJ 
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oc I Change -
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~ Continue OK_ • 
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.feeds.being investigated, the averaging ot the feeds has_ the effect.of · 
creating ~n error of only± .Oe5 in the ac-tual ang1e ¢ ·• This. error was 




·i, OD a nom:5nalt average feed rate· of .007§ ipre. Once the chip flow aJlgle& 
.were deie~ed to:r each of the three .different inserts with each insert 
! • 
hartng three aide cutting edge angles, the approp$te . ¢ Bm.d an 
arbitrary_value of w was ground on the chip b~~iwrs& ·The breakers 
were po$itienoo in the tool holdex-i ~~ sh®im m Figure 11, the- proper 
surface speed of the workpiece was set with the· varidyne, and other 
cutting conditions were set on the lathe. The eut was started and visual 
V 
verification i~s made as to tthether or not · the resultant chips were 
. . . 0 
. . . ~ 
striking the breaker tace.at rougbl1' 90. Some J5 millµneter photographs 
·--······· q -
were taken to verify the results observed. ·, 
···Oru.y one material 9 1020 s'OOel s, irms. used during · exper~mental ·- stage_ l: 
---· -. ----.-.-···.>·--- --
as the chip tlow anglee are· independent of work material. 
- - ____________ ...,. .. __ ........ -------------
---- ----------·-·--·· - --'----------····-------
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... ·~constant· and appro~ te changes were Jade in breaker width. Again 
the resultant chip types were recorded. Breaker height W$S f:lnalq 
· changed to o.12.5n&~th the bend radii remaining constant and 
..: 
appropriate changes aga:Jn made in breaker width. · The resultant chip 
types ti®:r® recorded.· 
The actual bend radii, breaker widths, and breaker heights used 
J 
h = .025n 
( B/W. .132" 
• 078" 
.09.3,, 






h = .oso• 
.13211. .18)" 
b = .12.S"-




As in stage I onq one work material was used, 1020 &tell. 
Henr:l.ksen•s equation tor bend radius is strictly a geometrical tornaaJation 
and independent of Variations in work material. 
~ ..... 
"' f 
STAGES Ill AND IV 
·:· ... 
,. 
' ·· .... 
•· -~ 
' -
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productng operations. These c~es were made so the main objectives 
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· _ · of the exi,er~ment, the design of chip. breakers to control thin section, 
·stringy.cb1ps,_ could be investigated in depth. 
. . 
The 9hip breaker height was standardized at 0.030" after 
" 
consultation with sev@r&l ea1rbid® ~\ilf~ct~es ©f' thrm1°a~ cutting 
tool inserts revealed a need.to minillize the"breaker height and still 
provide proper chip control properties • . 
~ . ·As in stage I, the cutting c~nd1ti.ons to be investigated dictated 
· the chip.flow angle and subsequently the breaker face angle S to be 
ground on the breakers. An arbitrar, breaker width was initially used. 
Arter the resultant chip types were rec@ro®d. 9 th0 ©\pp~op:riate changes .. 
'· 
·• 
.. '·- .......... ,, ·, ·.,,. 
were· made in either w or S 2~ determined by. the decision rules stated 1n · 
the de9ign of expermnt section. The 1020 steel was the first work 
~ material to be investigated followed _by the aluminum and 4145 H steel 
· - · in that order. 
"'" .. ,. ... ~!AGE V · 
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and surface··· finishes were recorded using a hmld trace stylus and , a _ 
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----------~---··-----------~sur.tace f'in:ish recorder. S~milar tests were run on the 1020 and 4145 
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In determining the chip breaker et:rects on tool ~r only the 
· 1020 and 4145 steels were used as the sott alwuinum would not provide 
. . 
mearrlngful data.·· The 1020 steel was tested first with only the cutting 
(\_ 
conditions which would provid$ the most wear (:r = .. 0102 and d::: eOSO) 
' j 
investiga~ed. The total cutting time for both the test without ·the 
...... 
.. - <I , " 
chip · breaker and the test with the chip breaker was five minutes. , : :· 
.. 
.After each test tl.ank -land wear· was recorded tdth 2 to~lmakers ~. 
c,, 
microscope. A· similar test waf\ :periol'lled. on the 414.5 H steel only the_ . 
. :_."-' 
cutting time was reduc~ to three minutes • 
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The results or the experiment b presented. i:n the?--order that the 
exper~nt --stage, were performed in pictoral, tabalar, and graphical. 
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-~ form. The tables show the ob$SH®ti chip types by their appropriate 
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1gve 14A, l4B, life, and ~l4D. 
FIGURE 14. 
Pictoral Verification of Chip Flow Equations 
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14C 
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Re"'1ts of stage II. - The ~nlts of stage ll are shown·. in Tables IU, 
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··Table m. Results of stage II 
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Reqlts of Stage llI 
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Resutts of Stage 
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Besults of Stage v .• The results ot stage V are presented in Table III 
and Table XIn and Figures 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23. 
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The· results to stage I shGw the· chip. s~ the breaker ~aetf at 
roug~ 90° thus v~ Colwell•s prediction eqUations for the chip 
----r-iow--angle over-the __ c9nd.itions ~estigated 
---- . .' -- -
STAGE II 
The results to stage II show that by holding the bend- radii constant. 
· :~t two levels ( .1)2", .183") end varying breaker height over three levels 
' (.02S", e0.50", .12S") the same type of chips were not produced. 
STAGE ID 
The results to stage m show··that wlth the help of the chip now 
,· 
angle equations, chip breal~~s can oo designed., unique to a cutting 
\ I " 
. 
condition which will produce broken chips for tbe. majority ot conditions··< --------··· 
in'V'estigated •. or the sixty Cutt.ing..conditk>ns used,-i.t-was possible -
to produce broken chips in fifty-tbres·couditicnso Of the seven 
conditions whet!e--broken-e-hips were not produced, six tell under the.· 
··• 414.5~ st.~®1 Vtffi:®lf® the high toughness ot this mterial re salted in ::-· -.. · ·· ~ ··· 
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The results te stage IV show lbat given the work material., a Chip _ -
_ breaker can be designed which will produce broken chips for the majority 
· ot cutting conditions investigated. or the sixty conditions used only . 
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· ·. . . chip would strike th& bre.aker tice •t ~bq 90 • 
•, ·. -- 2. Over the range ot · conditions · investigated Henriksen• s statement .. 
.1 
tbit "it the bend radius is the sam.e, the chip .. will be broken.Jin 
. practically the same way." ( 6) was shown to be in error. · 
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. ' ' ). Given the chip flow angle for the cutUng conditions inV,estigated, 
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it was possible to design unique chip breakers that would.have the 
· most likelihood of producing broken chips •. For each work mater~. 
investigated, a. linear rehticnship was found between the chip 
flow qle and the ebip breaker widths which produced broken chips. 
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4. ·. A single chip breaker, per material, was designed that WGUld break 
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or tool wear caused by the use @f the chip breaker designs 
tonm1lat.eq in Stage IV :was inconclusive. 
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